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Overview
We have done two things:

1. Tried to really understand the simulation data 
a. A lot more detail than we were expecting. Data needs lots of cleanup from non-MIP events. 

Were hoping to get it fully understood and get the resolution out of a clean data set. 
b. Not done yet

2. Since the summer is ending, we pushed for a simple result on the resolution 
as a function of clock speed

Start by showing the data set, and how far we got
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First look at the full Sample of 100 simulated Events
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Only consider Pixels with Truth Z information
● Total Active Pixels = 32688
● Active Pixels with TruthZ info = 10046
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Examples of good events
Fit looks good
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Some pixel distribution are not very Gaussian
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- Lots of tricks to get rid of these, but we aren’t done yet
- Start with a simple analysis



Since we know the fitted RMS should be less than 
about 1.25, we start with simple cleanup cuts
Calculate a “simple RMS” which is calculated by 

After cleanup, fit the pixel and then group by 
TruthZ to determine the RMS vs. TruthZ 
relationship
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Playing around
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Only cuts:
● Truth Z exists
● NReset>3
● Simple RMS<1.75
● Fit of resets gives 

returns a proper fit

Fitted RMS for various truthZ bins



First results
Nice clear relationship as expected

Resolution as a function of Truth Z is 
basically flat

Can use this to determine clock speed 
recommendation
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Ballpark uncertainty in Z at 2500 mm:
- We see an RMS of our measurement at about 

0.04 on a mean of about 0.8. Call this about 5% 
measurement on RMS. Since Z prediction goes 
as RMS^2, we get about a 10% prediction of Z 
which is about 250 mm



Find resolution at a single Z
Expanded range from 2400 < TruthZ < 2600 (more statistics), and looked at 
distribution for different clock speeds. Gets wider as clock slows down
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Results
Best fit Z_Estimated stays about the same (as expected), and resolution (width of 
the RMS distribution) gets worse for slower clock speeds. More statistics would 
smooth this out.
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Ok here? Safe here at 30MHz?



Looking Forward: 
● How well do we measure the Z value using the 

simple methods? Take DeltaZ = true Z and 
estimate from RMS

● RMS gives about ~150mm which can be 
compared to 250mm

● Dominated by long tails of mis-measured 
events. Will take more study
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1: Full range of events

2: Zoomed to [-2500,2500]

3: Zoomed to [-500,500]



Conclusions? Next steps

● Looks like we can get an expected resolution of about 
~200mm but that it should be Z dependent
○ Could do better with a cleaner sample

● 30MHz clock speed appears safe. Getting a better number 
will take more work

● Looks like Z-resolution and tails are dominated by 
mis-measured events. Cleaning up the sample is our next 
step
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